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Abstract: The purpose of Intrusion detection on server using data mining is to help network administrators using squid as
their proxy server to free their networks from malicious activities effectively. It will relieve them from tedious task of
monitoring huge logs and also save their time. This application will improve the ability of network administrators to
understand the unauthorized events of logs and take necessary action.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Intrusion detection is the attempt to monitor and possibly prevent attempts to intrude into or otherwise compromise your
system and network resources. For a computer system attached to a network and perhaps even to the internet it is sensible to
allow access to that computer system from the network only by authorised people. An unauthorised access to that system should
not be allowed. A firewall or authentication system of some kind will be used to prevent unauthorised access. Sometimes,
however, simple firewall or authentication systems can be cracked. Intrusion detection is the set of mechanisms which deals
with unauthorised access to the computer. Intrusion detection systems should be able to take some steps to deny access to
would-be intruders.
The goal of intrusion detection is to discover intrusions into a computer or network, by observing various network activities
or attributes, given the explosive growth of the Internet and the increased availability of tools for attacking networks, intrusion
detection becomes a critical component of network administration. While such detection usually includes some form of manual
analysis, we focus on software systems for automating the analysis. The Existing system contains various tools for monitoring
squid log files and analysing them. The analysers such as sawmill, squint calamaris, webalizer, squidalizer, squeezer, scalar and
many more create reports based on information about Squid's internal performance and eficiency of relationship, finds
bottlenecks, shows data transfer speed, most visited sites, sorting by hit count or by bytes count. The advantage of the proposed
system over the existing system is to develop a system that provides misuse detection of intruders based on signature analysis.
The proposed Intrusion Detection system will be running on the server as compared to Existing system shown in Fig 1.

Figure 1 Location of Intrusion Detection System in existing Systems
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II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The paper deals with the development of NIDS [9] to detect intruders on squid proxy server by log analysis using data
mining.
This application will work as a combination of both misuse detection and anomaly detection methods.
The modules of the project are


Pre-processing



Log analysis



Detection



Blocking

Access.log file will be configured to display the required parameters. It will be analyzed for patterns that are logged as a
result of intrusion. The detected intruder will be blocked using IP Tables rules which can be unblocked by the administrator.
Figure 2 depicts the block diagram of the System architecture of Intrusion Detection using Data Mining. The basic functions
includes
 When the system is initiated the User Interface will be displayed to the user.
 The user clicks the Start button to start the application.
 The logs are preprocessed to get required features.
 Signature analysis is performed for analyzing logs.
 if an intruder is detected, its IP address will be blocked and logs will be refreshed.
 The blocked IP address of the intruder can be unblocked by the network administrator if not found malicious upon
investigation

Preprocessing

Feature
Selection

Signature
Analysis

Classification
and Detection

Blocking

logs

Refresh logs
Figure 2 Architecture of Implemented IDS

A. Preprocessing logs and Feature Selection
The logs are a valuable source of information about Squid workloads and performance. The logs record not only access
information, but also system configuration errors and resource consumption. There are several log file maintained by Squid.
cache.log - file contains the debug and error messages that Squid generates.
access.log - Most log file analysis program are based on the entries in this log
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Intrusion detection system uses squid proxy logs stored in access.Log file. These logs need to be preprocessed to be in

required format. The parameters required are kept and not required are deleted. The time and date of native log files in UTC
format are changed to dd/mm/ss:hh:mm:ss format as shown if figure 3

Figure 3 Squid Proxy Log file after preprocessing and feature selection

B. Signature Analysis
Intrusion detection system uses preprocessed squid proxy logs to detect the following types of attacks


Detection of Internal users scanning or attacking outside systems

The logs are checked for multiple (5) 400 error codes from the same source ip within a small period of time(1 min). It
ignores jpeg , png and gif extensions


Detection of Internal users with worms, Trojans or virus.

The logs are checked for blst.php and xxx3.php combination in logs.


Detection of Denial of Service attack.

The logs are checked fop the number of times a IP address has accessed the server. If an ip address has accessed server more
than 60 times in a minute. The IP is considered as a intruder.


Detection of Policy violations attack

The logs are checked for the IP address who is trying to access the prohibited pages. It checks for multiple errors from the
same source ip. It checks for 401,403 and 407 error.


Indication of an internal compromised system

The logs are checked for Multiple 500/600 error codes (server error).
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Detection of Proxy misuse or access violations

The logs are checked for same ip and TCP_DENIED and 403 error codes combinations.


Detection of Invalid users in the network

The logs are checked for the user does not have valid credentials, a log will be generated. It checks for multiple
authentication errors from the same source IP within a small period of time (1 min)
C. Classification and Detection
Intrusion detection system classifies the IP address into the categories mentioned in B based on the signature analysis and the
corresponding IP address is detected as a intruder.
D. Blocking
In blocking phase if the IP address falls under any of the categories mentioned in B which is detected as a intruder then that
IP address is blocked with the help Deny action of IP TABLES.
The system provides option for the network administrator to unblock a blocked IP address also by using the allow action of
IP TABLES upon investigation if it is not found to be malicious.
III.

IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS AND TESTING

The following are the Snapshots of the System upon implementation
A. Application User Interface on start up

.
Figure 4 Application Interface

B. IP Address blocked after detected for Various attacks

Figure 4 Blocked System Details
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C. Unblocking of Ip Address by network administrator upon investigation

Fig. 5 Unblocking IP address

Fig. 6 IP address Unblocked

D. Testing
Testing is the most important part of any software application. The developed intrusion detection system was tested using
different attack patterns and was found to be successful.
IV. CONCLUSION
A. Conclusion
The system described in this paper is to develop a system that uses intrusion Detection to help network administrator save
time and stress caused in analyzing a log for detection of intruder from set of continuous generating logs.This application will
improve the working environment of networks by reducing the number of intrusions caused in the network.
This Application System will help network administrators to
1.

Detect the intruder based on log analysis

2.

Inform the administrator

3.

Block the intruder from accessing the network

4.

The administrator can unblock the intruder.
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B. Further Enhancements


The System can be extended for different operating system proxy server.



The reports based on various criteria’s in the network analysis can be generated



The detection module can be extended to detect some more different types of intrusions
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